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the thickness at the roots of the header angles by more than 1-16 inch while securing a true surface for the whole width of the connection.
3?. In all fields connections, except for lateral and sway bracing, the various parts to be .riveted together shall be assembled in the shop, and all open holes shall be reamed out while the parts are so assembled; or an iron templet at least one inch thick shall be made and all parts reamed to fit this templet."
38.    All rivets, whether driven by power or by hand, shall be .regular in shape, with hemispherical heads (conformable in shape and size to the standard templets of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company) concentric with the axes, absolutely tight, and shall completely fill the holes.    Tightening by caulking or recupping will not be allowed.
39.    After the working is completed, eye-bars shall be annealed in a suitable annealing furnace Ky heating them to a uniform dark-red heat and allowing them to cool slowly.
40.    The   thickness  of the heads  of eye-bars shall not be more than 1-16 inch greater than the thickness of the bar; the form of the heads to be determined by the dies in use at the works where the bars are made, provided that the heads shall be of sufficient strength to break the body of the bar.
41.    Eye-bars shall be bored truly and at exact distances; the pin-holes to be in the axis of the bar and exactly at right angles to the planes of the flat surfaces.
42.    When all the bars of the same panel are piled together, it shall be possible to pass the pins through both   pin-holes at the same time without
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44.    All pin-holes in riveted members shall be bored or drilled after all other work is completed. They shall be bored parallel with each other and at right angles to the axis of the member, and no variation of more than 1-32 inch will be allowed in the length between centres of pin-holes.
45.    All pin-holes shall be bored with a sharp tool making a clean, smooth cut.    Roughness in pin-holes will be sufficient reason for rejecting a whole member.
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